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Abstract: The study, designed to find out the gender outcome, gender roles, and labeling of labels in the department's head examination, was conducted using 194 study participants recruited from lecturers at Dire Dawa University in Ethiopia 116 women and 78 were males aged 29.23. The following five labels are used: Department head in general, efficient male Department head, efficient female Department head, inefficient male Department head, and inefficient female Department head) were responded to by the research participants. Seven different hypotheses were tested using ANOVA. Findings revealed that gender role orientation had a significant effect on the evaluation of the Department head. Furthermore, there were no significant effects of gender, and attachment of labels on the evaluation of Department head and no interaction effects of gender and gender role orientation, gender and attachment of labels and gender, gender role orientation, and attachment of labels on the evaluation of Department head.
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1. Introduction

Numerous studies have been conducted to measure the impact of gender beliefs on the evaluation of male and female employees in a variety of workplaces. [1] Such courses address various positions in the workplace and the performance of those who occupy different positions. There have been countless studies of men and women in management positions and people's perceptions of their performance. [2]

The same behaviors of men and women are often interpreted differently because the observers paste different labels of the same behaviors performed by men and women. One reason for this is sexual fantasies. Gender beliefs have many meanings but the most common features among all of these definitions are: segregation / consensus / shared / shared / belief / expectations / psychological organizations / ideas / about characteristics / (personality) traits / character / attributes / attributes given to people on the basis of their gender / by women and men. [3]-[4]

The defeat of the sexual stereotype can have serious consequences, especially for women. When they meet a person for the first time, people automatically give a sexually explicit personality to that person, whether it is true or not, because that person is in a group of men or women. [5] Traditionally paid work was seen as a man's domain. Although this is no longer available, the speculative model still exists. In particular, the leadership position continues to be defined by the characteristics given as masculine.

Research shows that a female leader will be defined differently for her personality, and may find a subtle bias than a male leader. [6] Evidence exists that the epidemic of open bias at various levels and decisions about the advancement of men and women is declining, with women leaders still facing barriers associated with secrecy in their efforts to influence.

As the number of women in positions of responsibility increases and organizations place more emphasis on diversity, the next change in women's perceptions as leaders are expected. In all samples, there was general agreement on the characteristics of the management but there was little agreement on the characteristics of the women. They also found that men were less likely to say that women were more likely to be an effective manager than women. Respondents with previous prior experience and female managers often rate women at the top of management indicators. [4]-[7]

A survey of successful male and female managers about liking was tested. The findings showed that both the values of successful female managers and successful male managers were similar to those of the preferred managers; which means that both successful male executives and successful female managers are seen as the most common traits given to beloved managers. In contrast to the masculine-minded manager, the results often show that the ideal
manager’s thinking is to be a successful male manager and a successful female manager. [5]-[8]

The effect of gender and different management labels on management evaluations and found that there was no significant effect on gender in management ratings, management features/labels did not significantly affect management ratings, similarly, there was no significant effect of gender and management labeling on leadership ratings. [9]

The current study, therefore, aims to determine whether the gender of the Head of Department, the gender of the teaching inspectors, the depth of the role of the inspectors, and the labels linked to the head of the Department will significantly affect their adherence by followers (i. E. Teachers)

Based on the above mentioned, we, therefore, state the following hypotheses:

1. There will be a significant gender impact on the assessment of the head of the Department.
2. There will be a significant impact of focusing on the role of gender in the assessment of the head of the Department.
3. It will have a significant effect on the attachment of labels to the examination by the head of the Department
4. There will be the implementation of gender and gender co-operation in the assessment of the head of the Department
5. There will be the implementation of gender co-operation and the attachment of labels to the assessment of the head of the Department.
6. There will be a working-class collaboration on gender roles and the labeling of labels for examination by the head of the Department.
7. There will be gender operational co-operation, gender roles directing, and labeling of examinations at the head of the Department.

2. Material and Methods

Participants:
One hundred and ninety-four lecturers, from the University of Direct Dawa, participated in the study. One hundred and sixteen (116) female teachers and seventy-eight (78) males aged 29.23 in the study were used. The method of randomized trial evaluation in which respondents were randomly selected was used for this study.

Instruments:
Five variants were used in this study, respondents were asked to describe the class leaders in general, the head of the male department, the head of the male department, the head of the women's department, and the head of the women's department. Personal information such as age, gender, and the department was also available.

Procedure:
Copies of the questions were provided by the lecturers of the University of Dire Dawa. The first section measured the details of the respondents. These include age, gender, and age. The researcher himself presented a list of questions to the respondents, thanking them for their participation. There were 5 variations of the questions provided. Respondents were unaware that there were five variations available.

Statistical Analysis:
Data collected in the field were analyzed using descriptive and varied statistics. Seven hypotheses produced were analyzed using ANOVA. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used for data analysis to ensure accuracy.

3. Result and Discussions

Table 1: ANOVA summary showing significant impact on gender interaction, gender participation, and label attachment in examinations head of Department

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of mean</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender(G)</td>
<td>67.7500</td>
<td>67.7500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0400</td>
<td>&gt; .0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomination Type (N)</td>
<td>7756.2800</td>
<td>1939.0700</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0800</td>
<td>&gt; .0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender role orientation (GR)</td>
<td>57271.6200</td>
<td>19090.5400</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.6400</td>
<td>&lt; .0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G X N</td>
<td>5818.4800</td>
<td>1454.6200</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8100</td>
<td>&gt; .0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G X GR</td>
<td>6993.4200</td>
<td>2331.1400</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.3000</td>
<td>&gt; .0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N X GR</td>
<td>23483.4600</td>
<td>1956.9600</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.0900</td>
<td>&gt; .0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G X N X GR</td>
<td>9605.7300</td>
<td>1067.3000</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.6000</td>
<td>&gt; .0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>270689.5800</td>
<td>1792.6500</td>
<td>151</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>392797.2800</td>
<td>187</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of the statistical analysis revealed that there was no significant sexual impact on the examination of the head of the Department \( [F (1, 187) = .04, P > .05] \). However, there has been a significant impact on the role of gender in the evaluation of the head of the Department \( [F (3, 187) = 10.64, P < .05] \). There was no significant effect of label attachment on the Department's head test \( [F (4, 187) = 1.08, P > .05] \). There was also no significant effect on the interaction of gender and gender roles in the examination of the head of the Department \( [F (3, 187) = 1.30, P > .05] \). Similarly, there was no significant effect on gender interaction and label attachment in the Department's head examination \( [F (4, 187) = .81, P > .05] \). There were no significant results of the association of label attachments and gender status in the Department's head examination \( [F (12, 187) = 1.09, P > .05] \). Similarly, there was no significant effect on gender interaction, label attachment, and gender roles in the Department's head examination \( [F (9, 187) = .60, P > .05] \).

**Discussions**

The results of the study indicate that there was no significant impact on the evaluation of the head of the Department, so a single hypothesis is rejected.

The second Hypothesis, which stated that there would be a significant impact on the selection of gender roles in the assessment of class leaders, is confirmed. This suggests that gender equality contributes to the assessment of the head of the Department.

The third hypothesis that there will be a significant effect of the labeling of the labels on the test of the leaders (leaders) has been rejected. This suggests that no labels 'male functioning,' 'dysfunctional male,' 'dysfunctional woman,' 'dysfunctional woman' or 'department head in general' influence the examination of topics. This could be a result of the fact that only good labels were used in the course, and, in the present study, direct and negative labels were tested.

Inconsistent with the findings of this study is a common indication in the existing literature that even though male and female managers were considered successful, men still saw more successful male leaders than successful female leaders as essential elements of effective leadership.

A fourth hypothesis stating that there will be a cooperative effect of gender roles in the examination of the head of the Department is also rejected.

The Fifth Hypothesis that tested the effectiveness of gender interactions and the attachment of labels to examination by the head of the Department was also rejected.

The findings of the study also found that there was no effect on the interaction of gender roles and the labeling of labels in the Department's head examination, and therefore six hypotheses were also rejected. This may be due to the exposure of research participants in identifying women in leadership positions at the university.

The seventh Hypothesis was also rejected as the findings of the study indicated that there was no impact on gender interaction, gender roles, and the labeling of labels in the Department's head examination.

**5. CONCLUSION**

The study investigated the impact of gender, gender roles, and the labeling of labels on examinations by the head of the Department. The results of this study revealed that gender did not significantly affect the assessment of the head of the Department. The gender of the visual and visual person has therefore no effect on the examination of the head of the Department.

Guidance on the role of gender is found to be important in the assessment of the head of the Department. There is a significant difference between males and androgyny (40.06), and males with no comparison (48.04) in the examination of the head of the Department. There is also a significant difference between females and females (27.32), and androgyny and males (-40.06). Significant differences in definitions also exist between the undivided and masculine (-48.04), and the non-feminine (-27.32).

The attachment of labels, such as male function, male function, female function, and female function, also did not significantly affect the examination of the head of the Department.

There was also no integration of gender interactions and a focus on gender roles in the evaluation of the head of the Department.

Also, no interaction results were found for sex and label attachments. The direction of the gender role and the attachment of the labels did not affect the assessment of the head of the Department.

Finally, there were no gender gaps, gender roles consideration, and label labeling in the Department's head examination.

The result of this study would be the result of exposure from the university environment where the study respondents were found. The insignificance of gender may be because respondents were exposed to men and women in positions of leadership at the university. For example, almost every department in a university has female teachers in its staff, and respondents are no longer surprised that women are in leadership positions.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Almost all research conducted to investigate the impact of gender on assessing the head of the Department used academics or university lecturers receiving formal education to measure leaders. It is
therefore recommended that in the future, people who do not have formal leadership should be used as study participants to have a basis for comparing between leaders and non-human leaders in their ratings of the head of the Department.

And during this study, most of the participants who used it were reluctant to participate in the study depending on the length of the questionnaire used. It is therefore also recommended that in the future, a short questionnaire be developed to save participants time and raise their interest in the questionnaire.
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